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Arabah  

                                                      Friday Feb 12th [1932]  
 
Dear Mother. 
 
          The diagram of the ruler looks as if it  
might be a very useful tool, but I think we  
would be more likely to use it when preparing  
the drawings for the printers in England, so  
will you please keep it for the present  

 
          The photos of the garage arrived by  
the same post, I am ever so pleased with them,  
(I am enclosing a little note for Pat,) It is just  
what I imagined it would be like & I am glad to  
see Lady Godiva inshrinedsic, I note she has a  
very fine polish on her rear. She must have  
looked funny arriving in her multicoloured  
draperies, was George impressed with the garage? 
 
          We start our Arabic lessons again  
on Sunday. I was sitting out in the garden  
last Sūk day puzzling over one of the stories in  
the school book that I had carefully copied out  
when Sardic came by, he was very interested &  
asked me if I could read it, it was rather advanced  
for me, but I did my best & Sardic seemed quite  
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impressed. he takes great interest in our progress,  
he produced a letter in a very sprawly handwriting  
& I had an attempt at making that out too  
it was very difficult. but with Sardic’s help  
I could make out a few words. 

 
          We made our round of visits last  
Tuesday. I do not know how many cups of coffee  
we drank or how many dates, nuts, oranges  
mandrinssic etc we consumed. but we were foot  
weary & bulgy of tum before we got home.  
but it was great fun & everyone was delighted  
to see us. 
                            
          Lots of love to you both 
          your affectionate daughter  
          Myrtle 
 


